
There is overwhelming material on the internet offering guidance, questions and answers on how to pass a
DMV written test. Our 32 years experience doing this helps DMV applicants work through that maze so they
study the correct material to get them a passing score. Otherwise just guessing at what looks best, often
paying fees, can end up halfway through your study: “What do you do at a particular Nevada road sign?”
Getting a realization you have just put hours into how to pass at the Nevada DMV is a useless waste of time
and money spent is not a happy feeling.

Of all the phone apps (or desktop) out there, feedback we have gotten is that the “Genie App” which is free is
helping California students pass. There is a link to that app on the buttons below.

DMV gives away many test questions on their own website. You can not think of this like a high school level
test. Think more like you are studying for a college midterm. You must keep going through the questions until
you receive a 100% straight through with no wrong answers twice. There is a link on the buttons below.

You should read thoroughly the California DMV drivers Handbook either online from the DMV website or go to
DMV and get a handbook. They have a different look and feel. Normally I enjoy online books. But the online
Drivers book has a too fragmented feel for me. I much prefer reading the paper handbook. Try both. If you
expect to pass, you will need to take your study seriously. California Driver Handbooks are commonly just
inside the front entrance of DMV offices. There is a link at a button below for the online Handbook.

The button that says $19.99 has over a 1000 questions and is generally unnecessary unless a student keeps
failing.

My first years college professor Dr. Richardson gave us a method for memorization of which there was a lot of
in his class.  When there was live drivers ed in the classroom back in the 1980’s, students would take the DMV
test part way through the course. I would ask how many got 100% perfect scores and hands would go up all
over the classroom. Here is this professor's very good advice. Go to your room 3 or 4 hours earlier than
normal. Isolate yourself from all distractions.  Study with no TV or social media. Immediately go to sleep. The
next morning. Then go straight to the DMV for the test. This makes your mind retain the information you
studied better and increases your overall score. Don’t study, then call friends, watch TV and participate in other
activities. Make your hard labor in study have greater value. Make the most out of your mind. This will work not
only for the DMV study, but for any test or school work.


